
 

 

Return to Learn 

Frequently Asked Questions 

(updated Tuesday, July 28, 2020) 

 

Virtual Learning Questions 

Question Response 

Several school districts in the 

area have announced they 

plan to either start the 

2020-2021 school year 

following the Labor Day 

holiday, or virtually for an 

extended period of time.  Does 

LPS plan to do something 

similar? 

The message below was emailed to LPS families: 

 

As you may have seen in the local news this morning, the Kansas 

City Health Department and Mayor's office held a joint press 

conference that provided recommendations for safely reopening 

metro schools for the upcoming 2020-2021 school year. As part 

of the information presented, it was recommended that districts 

begin the school year following the Labor Day holiday. While we 

do not have anything new to share at this time with regard to 

changes to our current academic calendar or Return to Learn 

plans, please know that we will remain in contact with Clay 

County and KCMO health officials, with the focus of health and 

safety of students and staff as our top priority. 

 

Our LPS Reentry Task Force and Department of Innovation and 

Learning continue the work of providing our students, staff, and 

families with the best educational opportunities in a safe and 

healthy environment this fall. 

 

We remain committed to providing you with regular updates, as 

things continue to evolve. As always, thank you for your 

continued support of Liberty Public Schools! 
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Will virtual learning include 

live teaching or videos? 

Learning at home will include both live instruction and recorded 

videos. A daily schedule will include following a revised schedule 

that will be similar to a normal school schedule. There will be a 

set schedule each day with times that a student will connect with 

each teacher. These connections might be a class discussion that 

lasts 30 minutes or a 15 minute lesson and then the student 

works on their own. Or they might connect with a student team 

online. Teachers can create short videos that students can use to 

remind them of concepts or techniques while they work on their 

own. 

At this time, the high schools have classes that are blended and 

include a mixture of face to face learning and virtual learning. 

The elementary and middle schools are investigating this 

possibility. Performance classes like choir will be offered 

virtually for students who need to learn from home. 

I hope this information is helpful. I also encourage you to visit 

the Ready to Learn website at 

https://www.lps53.org/domain/5815 for updates. 

 
 

Everyone understands 

in-person/face-to-face 

learning, but virtual may need 

more explanation for families 

to feel comfortable making 

that selection.  Can you 

provide more clarity? 

There will be a significant difference in the virtual school 

experience this coming school year than the “emergency 

learning” due to COVID-19 from the spring.  Liberty Virtual 

School will be taught by "virtual school only" LPS teachers 

dedicated and professionally developed to teach school online. 

There will be a designated virtual school schedule where 

students will "attend" school throughout the school day. 

Learning content has been designed for online learning, and 

teachers will focus on using student evidence (projects and 

assignments showing teachers what they have learned) to 

measure learning.  Virtual learning will have more structure 

than it did in the spring.  Students will have times that they have 

to get on and work with teachers and other students.  This may 

vary from day to day, but virtual learners may have designated 

times where they are required to be online for instruction.  This 

model has been hugely successful in other online models that we 

have researched and are using to design our own programs.  

Students who opt for virtual learning opportunities will have 

multiple ways to connect with their teachers.  We have learning 

management systems and communication tools (Canvas or 

Google Classroom at the secondary level and SeeSaw at the 

elementary level) and virtual meeting options like Zoom and 

Google Hangouts, in addition to more traditional methods like 

email and phones, that students can use to connect with their 

virtual teachers.  Our virtual classes will be taught by LPS virtual 

teachers, who may or may not be physically working from the 

school at any given time. Our goal is to continue building 

relationships with students in the virtual environment just as we 
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would in the traditional classroom.  We are committed to 

providing all LPS students with an authentic learning 

experience, whether they are learning virtually or in the 

building. 

 

 

For a comparison of virtual learning to face-to-face learning, 

please click on Return to Learn Plan 2020-2021.  

What if my family decides to 

take our child out of the 

face-to-face option and go the 

virtual option early in the 

school year? 

For continuity of instruction, we have requested that changes in 

placement take place at the quarter for grades K-8 and at the 

semester for grades 9-12 due to credit acquisition for graduation 

requirements.  If extenuating circumstances necessitate a 

change outside of this time frame, we will work with families to 

best address the needs of their students.   In addition, if a 

student is initially signed up for one of our platforms through 

the student census and change their mind before the start of 

school, families will simply need to reach out to their child’s 

home school in August to begin this process. 

If my child plans to do virtual 

instruction but also wants to 

participate in the band, can 

this happen? 

Band will be a virtual option as well for students who want to do 

school from home.  Then they can come to the practices 

before/after school as well if needed and participate in activities. 

While it may not look like years past, we will be offering these 

courses in a virtual format. Students can still work toward 

musical goals in a virtual setting.  

 

How has the curriculum been 

modified to be more effective 

online (compared to the 

spring)? Have teachers been 

communicated to and how 

have they prepared for this 

change? 

First, we acknowledge that the experience in the spring was a 

non-voluntary, emergency pivot to online instruction for 

everyone and not an authentic representation of virtual school at 

its finest.  That being said, we are working to identify the best 

instructors for our virtual platform and will provide multiple 

professional development opportunities for this team of teachers 

to provide for the best possible virtual experience for learners 

and families who select this platform for the fall.  Because 

teachers are opting to participate in this process for the fall, 

rather than having it thrust upon them like the spring, we 

envision a more conducive learning environment for students 

and families.    We know this is a tough decision for each family, 

and we want to be as open and transparent with our planning as 

we can be. 

 

How will the district support 

parents who select virtual 

learning for their child(ren)? 

The district has created a Parent Support Guide to offer 

additional support to parents around topics that are most 

common for virtual learning throughout March through July. 

The guide addresses topics such as navigating day to day 

learning, student engagement, and access to resources.  
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What is the process for 

families to enroll their child as 

a Long Term Virtual Learner?  

We recently sent out an email to all parents of Liberty students 

to let us know what choice they will make on how their 

child(ren) will return to school in August, either face-to-face or 

virtually.  We will then contact all parents who have decided on 

virtual school with information for enrollment.  Additionally, 

enrollment information will be available on the district website. 

If students are taking classes 

that need to be taught both 

virtually and face-to-face, how 

will that work for classes like 

Choir, Band, Speech, what 

about PEAK classes? 

Fine Arts classes will be handled similarly to regular classes if a 

student moves from face-to-face learning to virtual for a short 

term.  The classes will meet with the specials/elective teachers 

online via Zoom, Canvas, or Google Hangout.  

For elementary PEAK, we are considering two options at this 

time to minimize moving students between schools: 1) Students 

can join PEAK classes once a week virtually from their home 

school (face-to-face) or home (virtual). Teachers can teach 

online from their classrooms (AD & RV), and 2) PEAK teachers 

can travel to elementary buildings to provide services. We will 

continue to explore options as we get closer to school.  

My child will be doing virtual 

school for at least the 

beginning of the school year. 

She is in Kindergarten and we 

pre ordered the school supply 

pack through the PTA to be 

delivered to the school. Is 

there a way to get the supplies 

for home use or will the school 

keep them with her name? 

Just want to ensure somehow 

they will be hers since we have 

already paid.  

You will be able to go to your school and pick up the supplies you 

ordered. Principals will let families know when the supplies 

arrive and how they want families to pick them up. I encourage 

you to pick them up rather than leave them at school even if you 

might switch back to attending the school. 

 

Can you clarify if the same 

elementary teacher is 

responsible for in- person 

instruction will also be 

providing the online 

instruction for long term 

virtual learning? Or will each 

delivery method have a 

dedicated teacher? 

We will have dedicated virtual teachers for our students that 

choose the virtual option.  If a student that chooses the 

face-to-face option would become ill and need to miss a few 

weeks, they would remain with their home school, and then 

return to their classroom when healthy. 

Will there be an adjusted 

school supply list for those 

students that will be choosing 

the virtual learning path? 

Our building leaders have  been asked to review supply lists to 

meet our needs for this year. We are not planning to have a 

separate list for virtual, but the needs should not be different. If 

families  want to get a jump on buying supplies, we recommend 

getting the basics to get started.  This would include paper, 

pencils, folders to organize and a basic notebook to keep it all 

together.  
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Face-to-Face Learning/Policies & Procedures 

 

Question Response 

Will secondary students be 

transitioning throughout the 

building during the day, and if 

so, how will this be done 

safely? 

At the secondary level, students will rotate from class to class. 

Transitions will be choreographed to maximize social distancing 

and minimize traffic flow stress points. We are looking at 

options to lighten the traffic in the hallways during passing 

periods, and we are also considering the elimination of locker 

usage to minimize congestion in the hallways. Lunch planning is 

being discussed among building administrators and food service 

personnel in order to provide the safest options for providing 

meals to students. At the high school level, this is likely to occur 

in the cafeteria. Social distancing when masks must be removed 

for meals will be paramount in that planning process.  

How will student drop-off and 

pick-up look for the different 

schools?  With social 

distancing guidelines in place, 

how will students be kept 

apart during these times along 

with passing periods, etc.? 

Each building principal is reviewing their procedures for pick up 

and drop off each day. They will use staff to supervise student 

distancing. They will also use various spaces and entrances, and 

a staggered schedule so that students can be spread out while 

they are waiting. The details will be send to families as soon as 

they are completed. 

Our goal is to ensure our students are safe in all areas of our 

schools through required face masks and safe distancing. We 

will teach our students the procedures they need to follow when 

they are waiting to be picked up and the teachers and staff will 

be there for reminders and support. 

I hope this information helps. I also encourage you to visit our 

Return to Learn website at https://www.lps53.org/domain/5815 

for updates and new information. 

What process will the district 

follow to identify and 

communicate to families if 

students or staff are identified 

positive with COVID? 

The district will closely follow guidance from Clay County Public 

Health and the Centers for Disease Control (which has and will 

likely continue to evolve) as we identify and notify families and 

staff of any COVID related issue. We of course need to carefully 

follow HIPPA and FERPA requirements. If an individual is 

required (per this guidance) to take any action (seek testing, 

self-quarantine or self-monitor for symptoms), they will be 

promptly notified by LPS.  

Is there a limit on class size or 

how will spacing be 

determined in schools?  

Classroom spacing will be largely driven by spacing guidance 

provided by Clay County Public Health. It will also be driven by 

the size of the classroom, the type of furniture used in the space 

and the ability to minimize non-essential furniture and 

equipment in the room.  

How will the school district 

manage the social distancing 

The district will use signage (wall and floor) to help guide 

behavior and furniture layout will also help control for 
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expectations set forth by the 

CDC and Clay County 

Guidelines? 

distancing. We will also rely on staff to assist in directing or 

redirecting when situations arise in which distancing is a 

concern.  

Student/Staff Health & Safety Questions 

Question Response 

What guidelines will be 

provided about wearing 

masks for students and staff? 

Will masks be supplied? 

Per Clay County Public Health Center Amended Order dated 

July 14, 2020, staff, students, visitors, and vendors are required 

to wear a proper cloth face covering when in a District facility or 

using District transportation.  As an exception, the covering may 

be removed when the individual is in a setting in which social 

distancing can clearly be maintained for an extended period of 

time. For a full list of exemptions, visit clayhealth.com/masks. 

We encourage you to remain engaged to our updates, as this 

remains an extremely fluid situation.  Masks and additional PPE 

will be available at all district facilities for students and staff. 

Are face shields an 

appropriate form of 

protection? 

According to the latest update provided to our health services 

team:  Parents may seek alternate forms of protection such as a 

face shield for only those students who are unable to wear a 

mask due to exempted conditions but may be able to wear a face 

shield properly.  Face shields are not an acceptable substitute for 

a mask, but it does offer a degree of protection for those who are 

exempted from wearing a mask.  Note: Only students with 

exempted conditions are permitted to wear alternate forms of 

protection.  All other students K-8 need to wear a mask.  As you 

have likely heard us say in recent weeks and throughout this 

pandemic, this is an extremely fluid event.  Included in this 

fluidity would be recommendations/mandates passed along 

from our health officials.  We are committed to remaining in 

close contact with them and will make any necessary 

adjustments per their guidance. 

How will teachers handle 

students who are not able to 

wear a mask or who wear 

them incorrectly? 

We will ask our Health Services Department to assist in 

identifying students who are unable to wear a mask for health 

reasons. This will be communicated to staff.  If we have students 

who are having difficulties with following the expectations for 

masks, staff will be asked to work gracefully with the student 

and family to ensure the safety of everyone in the school.  In 

addition, students identified as not being able to wear a mask 

may also be able to wear a protective shield. 

What will the process be if a 

student or staff member at my 

child’s school tests positive for 

COVID-19?  Will I be notified? 

Will only my child’s class (if 

We are working with the Clay County Health Department to 

develop a procedure for communication. The following is from 

our guidelines and procedures document:  If someone has tested 

positive for COVID-19 virus who has been at a District facility, 

the District will coordinate with CCPHC and follow their 

direction which may include the following: *Communicate to all 

staff and families of students who were in the immediate locale 
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this is where the positive case 

is identified)? 

(such as a classroom) as the diagnosed individual, with guidance 

provided by CCPHC. *Dismiss applicable individuals who are 

identified as a “close contact” to the individual diagnosed with 

COVID-19 for quarantine per CDC guidelines, and pending 

CCPHC guidance. *Communicate to Human Resources 

information pertaining to any staff person affected by this 

procedure. *Initiate cleaning and sanitizing protocols as issued 

by CCPHC. *Await CCPHC guidance.  You would be contacted 

directly if your daughter had been in direct contact with 

someone who tested positive. The district has a team led by our 

Director of Health Services who will monitor cases throughout 

the district. At this time there is not a plan to post numbers by 

school. If you become concerned or have a question about your 

child's school, I recommend that you contact the school nurse at 

anytime and they should be able to provide you some guidance. I 

hope this information was helpful. I also encourage you to visit 

our Return to Learn website at 

https://www.lps53.org/domain/5815 for updates and new 

information.  

 

I have multiple kids with 

asthma and allergies. How 

will these symptoms be 

differentiated from Covid 

symptoms? 

According to our health services team, it can be difficult even for 

healthcare professionals to differentiate between usual 

symptoms of Allergies, Asthma, and that of COVID-19.  Our 

professional school nurses will be using their professional 

nursing judgement when assessing each student.  Our school 

nurses will also be using various assessment tools to try to 

determine the source of their symptoms as best as they can.  One 

of the assessment tools the school nurses will be using can be 

found here: 

https://428552-1344816-raikfcquaxqncofqfm.stackpathdns.com

/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Asthma-Care-School-Post-Outb

reak.pdf  The nurse will be looking for new symptoms which 

could point to COVID-19 rather than usual symptoms a student 

may present with as part of their chronic health concern.  A 

referral to the student's physician is a strong possibility if the 

source of symptoms cannot be determined. 

Elementary Return to Learn Questions 

Question Response 

Can you confirm that kids are 

being forced to wear masks 

while outside playing at recess 

in 90 degree heat. I don’t feel 

this is very safe for their 

health 

We are not requiring students to wear masks when they are 

outside.  Our recess supervisors will help students maintain safe 

distancing as they exercise. 

 

My 1st grader has an IEP 

under Autism. I'm wondering 

For specific details regarding your child's needs, I recommend 

that you contact your school's principal directly. We are 

committed to ensuring that students with IEP's are supported 
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how his special ed services 

would be accommodated if I 

were to select the virtual 

school option? Or would there 

be a way where he could go 

into school for his special ed 

services and complete the 

assignments he can do at 

home through the virtual 

school? Are there any hybrid 

options like this being 

considered for other IEP 

students? 

with their goals and accommodations both at school and when 

they are learning from home. This will look different for each 

child, but special education teachers will work with each family 

to make it happen. A blended schedule of both might be 

possible. At this time high school students are able to do a 

hybrid schedule because they have had these types of classes in 

previous years. The elementary and middle levels are 

investigating the possibility. 

Will students have recess at 

school and how will that look? 

Yes, students will still have recess, as exercise and movement 

during the days is extremely important.   We are working on 

schedules to have smaller groups outside at a time and time for 

custodians to sanitize in between groups as needed.  We will also 

limit the equipment (balls, etc.) that each group can touch. It 

may just be organized by grade level so it isn't touched by 

numerous students every day.  

High School/Secondary  Return to Learn Questions 

Question Response 

Can you provide additional 

information regarding the 

“blended option” for high 

school students? 

High school administrators are working with teacher teams to 

identify specific junior/senior level courses that would be 

applicable for the blended approach.  In this format, students 

would attend class face-to-face on Monday, Wednesday, Friday 

and then engage in online lessons on Tuesday and Thursday. 

Students with their own transportation would be permitted to 

leave campus for the online lessons on Tuesday and Thursday. 

Blended courses would be applicable to students who choose the 

in-person option. 

Will all high school classes 

and electives be able to be 

taught virtually? If my son is 

signed up for chemistry this 

year, is that something that 

can be done virtually? What 

about Chinese? What if more 

people sign up for face to face 

and not as many sign up for 

virtual, will the virtual class 

still be available? Is he going 

We are committed to providing students comparable 

instructional experiences in both the virtual and in-person 

learning environments.  While every effort will be made to meet 

the course requests students submitted last spring, we may need 

to adjust student schedules if enrollment numbers shift 

significantly with the addition of the virtual school option.  Rest 

assured that we have virtual options in nearly every content 

area, though some course offerings may need to be adjusted 

based on student enrollment numbers. As a fairly popular 

science course, it is highly likely we will have a virtual chemistry 

experience available for students. If it is feasible to offer Chinese 

based on enrollment requests, again we will endeavor to make 

this option a possibility for students who choose virtual 

instruction. 
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to have a different Chinese 

teacher? 

How will secondary students 

move from class to class, 

lunch, just going in and out 

each morning and afternoon? 

At this time, we do not have specific details related to passing 

periods and lunch times. Our Re-Entry Task Force is working 

closely with high school administrators to develop these 

structures. Some of the factors that impact these decisions 

include the number of students who choose to stay home, and 

any changes to the local health agencies' re-entry guidelines. The 

high schools have worked on multiple scenarios to be ready for 

any changes that might occur. Families have been asked to make 

their decision by Friday, July 24th. After that we can begin to 

work on specific details. Our priority will always be to keep our 

students and staff safe by requiring face masks and safe 

distancing. This includes minimizing student movement and 

limiting areas where large groups of students gather. This might 

look a little different in each building. We will communicate 

specific details as they come available through our Return to 

Learn website at https://www.lps53.org/domain/5815 and 

building principals will be sending out information also. I hope 

this information is helpful.  

 

Are attendance guidelines for 

things like the A+ and 

academic letters being 

revised? 

We recognize the importance that has been given to attendance 

in the past. We are working with the Department of Elementary 

and Secondary Education (DESE) on how attendance will be 

determined this coming school year.  Students who have 

COVID-related absences will not be penalized and it will not 

count against them for A+ and/or academic letters. 

Do you have to attend 

in-person school in order to be 

eligible for middle/high school 

sports? 

No.  Students will be able to participate in activities, regardless 

of learning platforms.  More information will be available for 

families for your building in the next few weeks. 

My child is enrolled in 5 AP 

courses and French V. Will 

these be options for the 

blended courses? For virtual? 

Will they be a part of the 

LAUNCH curriculum?  

 

 Ideally, we will be able to offer Advanced Placement courses and 

French V in the virtual environment.  However, the feasibility of 

doing so is somewhat dependent on student course requests in 

the virtual school.  We do have some options for AP and dual 

credit available via LAUNCH if there is not sufficient student 

interest to warrant allocation of a staff member to offer a specific 

course.  As for blended options, high school administrators are 

working with teacher teams to identify specific junior/senior 

level courses that would be applicable for the blended approach. 

In this format, students would attend class face-to-face on 

Monday, Wednesday, Friday and then engage in online lessons 

on Tuesday and Thursday.  Students with their own 

transportation would be permitted to leave campus for the 

online lessons on Tuesday and Thursday. That list of classes will 

be coming soon and would be a part of the face to face option. 

While we hope to have a definitive commitment regarding the 

preferred learning format for each family by the close of the 
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student census survey, we realize this is a fluid situation as new 

information comes to light.  If a change needs to be made in a 

student's placement (either virtual or face-to-face) after the 

student census survey closes, please contact the student's 

administrator and counselor for additional direction. 

I have an  incoming 6th grader 

at SVMS and will be doing 

virtual learning.   We still 

have the laptop from our 

daughter's elementary school 

(Lewis and Clark). Will she 

utilize this same laptop for her 

work at SVMS?   Also, our 

daughter has chosen band as 

an elective for 6th grade at 

SVMS. Will she still be able to 

have band as an elective 

option if we chose virtual for 

first quarter? 

At some point we will have students turn in their laptops and 

replace them with an Ipad. This fall, all students K-8th will have 

Ipads rather than the chromebooks. I am working with middle 

school principals to set up these dates. Each principal will 

communicate this process to their families. I anticipate this 

occurring after the first of August. 2. The Director of Fine Arts is 

working with our performance arts teachers to develop virtual 

versions of each class. At this time we are expecting to offer a 

virtual version of Band. If that changes, we will communicate the 

change and provide alternatives. 

We have not received 

information regarding the 

plan for NCAPS?  Will this be 

coming out soon?  

There will be information provided next week from NCAPS with 

their plan for fall. If you have any further questions, please 

contact your child’s home school. 

 

Can you tell me what middle 

school electives will be options 

for virtual school? 

While we anticipate offering some of the same courses that are 

currently available, we understand that the results of the census 

survey may cause us to have to limit offerings to accommodate 

student needs.  These decisions will be made after evaluating the 

student census survey results to provide the most accurate set of 

offerings for each grade level, depending upon the initial 

requests of the virtual students themselves. 

What does MOCAP mean for 

High School? 

MOCAP is a State provided option for students who want to take 

virtual classes.  This is an option for districts who do not offer 

virtual classes for their students or classes that are not offered by 

the district.  In Liberty, we offer Liberty Virtual and Launch 

classes.  Starting this Fall, we will offer Liberty Virtual School as 

well.  If you have any other questions, please contact the 

Innovation & Learning Department at 816-736-5320.  

  

General Return to Learn Questions 

Question Response 

As a parent with students in 

different schools I feel it's 

At this time, learning platforms are aligned at the elementary 

and secondary levels.  The elementary students and staff will use 
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difficult to follow multiple 

learning platforms.  Is it 

possible to have one consistent 

learning platform district 

wide? 

Seesaw and Google classroom. Secondary schools will use the 

Canvas learning management system.  This is new for middle 

school next year, and the third year for high school. Training will 

be offered to middle level teachers to support their launch of this 

resource. 

How do I know what the 

choices look like for returning 

to school next year?  

We have designed two choices for parents to select from for their 

child(ren) to return to school in 2020-2021.  Please review the 

Return to Learn Plan 2020-2021 to compare the two options.  

Can one child in a family do 

online learning and another 

child in the same family do 

face-to-face learning? 

Yes.  The family can decide child by child what option works 

best.  

It sounds like every family has 

to choose either virtual or face 

to face, is there a third option 

of blending the two for 

students who want that? 

We currently have a blended option available for students at the 

high school level.  We are exploring this option for K-8, but as of 

now it is fully face to face or virtual. 

Is bus transportation offered 

as this will impact my decision 

as to whether I need Kid’s 

Zone in the fall.  Do you have 

any insight into when those 

decisions will be made? 

Yes, transportation will be available and we are requiring that all 

students (K-12) opt-in to assist us with our route planning. If 

you have not yet done so, please go to the link below. This 

assumes that you currently reside more than 1 mile from your 

school, which is our current standard for when transportation 

can be provided to students. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/10fUOyXXSH3tv7UlZU-FSST

uG_AjfNG9CDMds-upoOFg/viewform?edit_requested=true 

Technology Questions 

I have heard that there are 

changes to the types of devices 

for students this year. Will my 

high school junior still have 

access to a Macbook or will 

that change? We are planning 

a virtual fall and what we 

have heard concerns us. 

 

LPS will be providing updated devices for students for the 

2020-2021 school year.  We are working on processes for 

returning the old devices and checking out the new devices and 

will communicate that information in the near future.  High 

school students will be utilizing the newer version of the 

MacBook Air. 

 

My child still needs to turn in 

their LPS issued electronic 

device, and another child is 

going from elementary to 

middle school and will be 

getting a different device.  

In the coming weeks we will have students turn in their 

laptops/devices and replace them with a different device. This 

fall, all students K-8th will have Ipads rather than the 

chromebooks. Dates for distribution will be announced soon. 

Each principal will communicate this process to their families, 

likely in early August. 
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If my family chooses the 

virtual option and doesn’t 

have internet available from 

home, will this service be 

provided? 

Yes.  LPS technology will provide families with “hotspots” that 

will allow for internet connectivity.  If you need this service to be 

provided, you can simply contact your child’s school or call our 

LPS HelpDesk at 816.736.5317. 

 

 

Fine Arts/Activities Questions 

 

Question Response 

What decisions have been 

made about extracurricular 

activities for next year?  

We are committed to having opportunities for students to be 

involved outside of the regular school day.  We have been 

working with our Athletic Directors, Fine Arts Director, and 

school principals to provide activities in a manner that follows 

CDC and Health Department guidelines.  Many activities are 

currently taking place with a plan that allows for social 

distancing.  

Can my child that chooses the 

virtual option still physically 

participate in band? 

Band will still be an option for students who choose to take 

courses virtually.  We are working with our Fine Arts Director to 

facilitate the connections between virtual and in-person learners 

and to make certain that student participants maintain 

appropriate social distancing and engage in best practices with 

regards to health and safety. 

Will Fine Arts classes be 

available for virtual learners? 

 

Yes.  K-12 students will have access to Fine Arts courses 

virtually. 

 

Will band and choir be 

offered? 

 

Yes.  As a district we are working on various plans to implement 

safety precautions for our students and teachers. 

 

Will we have Fine Arts 

Performances? (musicals, 

plays, and concerts) 

 

Currently,  the Fine Arts Department is working through various 

plans to allow students and patrons to enjoy and participate in 

performances, if able. A further detailed plan will be shared with 

families soon. 

 

My family is struggling 

financially, will there be 

assistance for instruments in 

band and orchestra? 

 

Families will have access to specific instruments in order to 

participate in band and orchestra based on financial need. 
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LPS Staff Information 

Question Response 

If I am diagnosed with COVID, 

will I have to use PTO days for 

my absence? 

Human Resources has created a thorough document that 

answers the most common questions asked around COVID-19 

personnel situations.  Please click here to access the document. 

If you have any additional questions, contact HR at 

816-736-5300. 

How can regular education 

teachers better support 

students with IEPs?  

Regular education teachers can better support students with 

IEPs by ensuring they regularly collaborate with special 

education teachers and related service providers such as 

speech/language therapists.  In addition, being aware of the 

special education services a student receives and ensuring the 

implementation of a student's accommodations and 

modifications as outlined in the IEP is critical.  

What specific guidelines and 

accommodations will be made 

for returning to school for 

students and staff at the Early 

Childhood Center?  

We are working collaboratively with building administration to 

ensure that we are addressing needs of students and staff at each 

level.  Staff will spend time during pre-service talking through 

logistics of re-entry and how to help students with the daily 

routines that come with starting school. 

How will the district handle 

the need for substitute 

teachers, and will they receive 

special training for this year? 

LPS has been partnering closely with Kelly Educational Staffing 

throughout the summer. They have added several regional 

recruiters and have been working to increase their sub pool. 

Kelly has amped up their marketing as we get closer to school 

starting in order to try and capture as many of the available 

talent looking to shore up work needs during the high 

unemployment rates currently existing.  Additionally, they are 

still seeing signs from their existing sub pool that their 

employees are returning, they are hungry to work, and we are 

seeing more interest in teaching as a “gap” option for many who 

have lost jobs during this time.  

 

Part of the success of sub availability will have to come from a 

commitment from LPS to minimize as much as possible staff 

demand for subs. We will all have to do our part to assist in 

minimizing missing work due to non-sick or non-COVID-related 

reasons. We have asked building principals to not approve 

requests for extended non-sick leave reasons (e.g. 3 consecutive 

days or more). Those requesters will have the option to appeal 

those declined requests directly to HR for re-evaluation. 
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Is it possible to have a 

this-year-only exemption to 

have elementary staff children 

residing out of district attend 

an LPS elementary with their 

parent? (Many staff reside within 

NKC.  Their plan includes 

potentially moving to virtual days 

for three to four days a week.  If the 

student's virtual days conflict with 

days their parents are present for 

LPS, that becomes quite 

challenging.) 

Unfortunately, we do not have a provision to allow non-resident 

students to attend LPS. This exists for myriad reasons. Mainly, 

however, this is due to issues related to the unpredictable impact 

this could have on capacity at each site. LPS is prepared to assist 

employees in this situation with resources available in our 

community that provide childcare, if that will aid in closing this 

gap. Please contact Human Resources at 816-736-5300, and ask 

to speak with someone regarding childcare concerns related to 

school/childcare facilities closing during the pandemic. Options 

may exist to assist you during this time. 

Will teachers be expected to 

manage both face-to-face and 

virtual learning at the same 

time? 

If teachers have students in quarantine for a short period of 

time, they will be asked to be flexible and stay connected with 

those students virtually. It is important for students and staff to 

remain connected during these absences for both academic and 

social emotional reasons.  This may occur simply by connecting 

students to the class lesson through Zoom or Google Hangout 

each day.  It will be critical for teachers to maintain their online 

presence as those they are teaching virtually on a daily basis. 
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